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COMPARATIVE-LINGUISTIC BACKGROUND. Historical- and typological-linguistic studies over the
past few decades have corroborated the hypothesis that SOV (Subject–Object–Verb) is the
basic and original word order of languages in most language families (cf. Dryer 1989, 1991;
Newmeyer 2000), and have shown that, if this order changes, the most likely next historical step
is to SVO (Gell-Mann & Ruhlen 2011). The number of SVO languages currently approaches the
number of SOV languages (Dryer 2013). The present study focuses on a special case of the
SOV-to-SVO change: the fact that, in all Germanic languages, the historical evolution of VO in
main clauses is faster than in subordinate clauses (e.g., see the survey by Kiparsky 1996).
CORPUS-LINGUISTIC ANALYSES. As part of a corpus study into SVO and SOV word orders in
extemporaneously spoken present-day Dutch and German (Kempen & Harbusch 2017), we encountered an unexpected effect of verb frequency. After extracting and lemmatizing all verbform
tokens in two treebanks, we categorized the forms of each verb (lemma) into three morpho-syntactic groups: (1) finite forms functioning as head of a main clause (MAIN-FNT), (2) finite forms
heading a subordinate clause (SUBOR-FNT), and (3) nonfinite forms heading a subordinate
clause (infinitives and participles; NONFNT). Verbs of any type were included (lexical/full, auxiliary, modal, copular). Rationale: In Dutch and German main clauses, the finite head verb occupies an earlier position (“verb-second”, V2) than in virtually all types of subordinate clauses
(“verb-final”; V-FNL). We calculated the MAIN-FNT, SUBOR-FNT and NONFNT frequencies of
the inflected forms of each verb lemma, as well as the total frequency (TotFreq) of each lemma
(i.e., the sum of its MAIN-FNT, SUBOR-FNT and NONFNT frequencies), and expressed these
subfrequencies as percentages of the verb’s TotFreq. We expected these percentages to be insensitive to the lemma’s TotFreq: The percentages of MAIN-FNT, SUBOR-FNT and NONFNT
forms of a lemma should be similar, irrespective of whether the lemma is high- or low-frequent.
However, this prediction was confirmed only for the SUBOR-FNT forms (red lines in Fig. 1):
The percentages of MAIN-FNT forms turned out to INCREASE with increasing lemma TotFreq.
(The high-frequent verbs include not only auxiliaries, copulas and modals but also lexical verbs.)
As a sentence may have any number of (non)finite subordinate clauses but at most a single (coordination of) main clause(s), we characterize the observed data pattern as the MAIN-CLAUSE
BIAS SHIFT (MCBS) OF HIGH-FREQUENT VERBS. An additional treebank study revealed a McBS
also for English. Furthermore, high-frequent verbs in SENTENCE-INITIAL finite subordinate clauses
did not reveal a McBS although these clauses occupy the same early sentential position as
most main clauses (in Fig. 1, compare the left and right columns). Finally, the McBSs were considerably weaker in WRITTEN than in spoken corpora (Kempen & Harbusch 2017).
THEORY. Our explanation proceeds from assumptions about (A) planning, (B) utility, and (C)
learning: (A) In Germanic languages, the incremental planning of a HIERARCHy of clauses typically proceeds TOP-DOWN, starting with the main clause, usually yielding a right-branching hierarchy of clauses. (B) High frequency and hence easy accessibility of verbs facilitate the rapid
and fluent onset of overt sentence production by enabling leftward placement of these verbs
within clauses—VO instead of OV—, and of these clauses within the sentence (main before
subordinate). (C) As A and B cause VO to combine with main clauses more readily than with
subordinate clauses, learning processes promote the acquisition of VO order primarily in main
clauses. Taking the present as a source of information about the past, we argue that (A) through
(C) provide a possible cognitive explanation for the more rapid evolution of VO in main than in
subordinate clauses of languages where the hierarchy of clauses tends to be planned top-down.
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Figure 1. Increasing overrepresentation of high-frequent verbs in main clauses as a function of
total verb frequency (TotFreq, plotted logarithmically: loge). This effect obtains in all three target
languages and to similar degrees: In an ANOVA (ARTool; Kay & Wobbrock 2016) of the MAINFNT data underlying the left column of this figure, the 3*3 interaction of Language with TotFreq
(3 TotFreq ranges) is not significant: F(4, 63)=1.97, p=.11 (only verbs with TotFreq≥8 were included due to a sparse data problem for verb lemmas with lower TotFreqs: many empty cells).
Data source: the corpora VERBMOBIL (German), CGN2.0 (Dutch), and Switchboard (English).
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